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SUMMARY OF MEETING: 
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1) Tom Merker called the meeting to order. Ralph Vasami reviewed the antitrust rules. 

2) Task groups gave an update on the status of their work. 

3) The accessibility task group: 


a. 	 A new requirement associated with inner cords is proposed: II The product shall have inner 
cords which are enclosed within the body of the product and are at least 6" from the edge, 
where the opening is not large enough to allow passage of the head probe (16.6" 
circumference) as referenced in Appendix D." This definition was conSidered in lieu of the 
previously proposed sharp point test probe. CPSC staff noted that the Roman shades that 
may have inner cords that fit into the above definition would now be acceptable even 
though they do not have a similar safety margin compared to the other types of window 
coverings such as cellular shades. CPSC staff will review the new definition and provide 
feedback. 

4) 	 Health Canada asked the steering committee to consider changing the continuous loop and 
individual operating cord working group's charters to prioritize requirements that would make cords 
inaccessible, thereby eliminating the hazard rather than developing solutions to protect against the 
hazards. Linda Kaiser agreed with the approach. 

5) 	 The goal of the standard revision effort has been debated as to elimination or minimization of the 
hazards. 

6) Hazardous Loop task group: 
a. 	 Removed the entanglement test. 
b. 	 Working on developing a safe distance between the inner cords of Top-Down-Bottom-Up 

shades such that the distance will be either narrow not to allow a child's head to enter or 
large enough that a head probe can get in and out. 

7) 	 Linda Kaiser asked if the roll-up shades are being a part of the standard revision activity and if so 
where it will fit. Tom Merker asked if roll-up shades should have a separate section instead of being 
part of Appendix A. Appendix C accessibility task group would need to include roll-up shades 
because the extent of the section covers all cords. Consideration of release devices for roll-up 
shades has been discussed. 

8) 	 Continuous loop and bead chain task group: 
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a. 	 Proposed language to add performance/durability requirements for the tension devices was 
reviewed. These tests include cycle testing, impac~ testing, accelerated UV testing and cord 
pull-out testing. 

b. 	 Various parties brought up the issue of uncontrollability of the mounting surfaces for 
external tension devices. Linda Kaiser noted that in a VA incident a child pulled out the 
tension device from the wall and put the loop around his neck. Some manufacturers stated 
that the uninstalled tension devices make the product inoperable therefore should get the 
attention of the caregiver to fix it. Rachel Weintraub noted that there is confusion about 
operability ofthe product versus its posing a hazard. 

c. 	 Steve Birtles noted that breakaway devices that are part of the continuous loop could be 
used as a secondary protection system in case the loop comes off the wall. The devices have 
been in the UK market forthe last 5-7 years with no reported incidents. 

d. 	 Tyler Goodier asked for more detailed incident data from Europe. Steve Birtles stated that 
he would contact the CEN group to see if data is available to review. 

e. 	 The issue of adding a pUll-out test from the wall was discussed and the working group will 
develop language covering different wall configurations and attachment hardware for the 
Steering Committee to review. 

9) 	 Operating cords task group: 
a. 	 Reviewed the logic tree: If the product has exposed and un-tensioned operating cords and is 

used for window lower than TBD inches from finished floor (measured to the top of the 
window sill); with one strand, it should pass App E (wrap around with a TBD min breakaway 
force); with two or more strands it should first pass App A or App F (TBD unintended loop 
formation test), and then single strand App E test. 

10) Wide lift band task group: 
a. 	 The working group proposed a "matrix" approach for wide lift bands that would depend on 

the width of the band and the stiffness of the material. Intertek testing will provide 
assessment data for the group to use in constructing the matrix. 

11) Labels and Hangtags task group: 
a. 	 The group will begin to review the possibility of consolidation of labels within the standard. 

A request was made to harmonize labels and warnings with Health Canada. Warning 

labels on stock retail packaging will be included. 
12) Next meeting will be held in Washington, DC on May 25th

, 2011. The purpose is to review the draft 
language of the standard. 
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